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CENTRIA Coating Services Becomes Metal Coaters
Ambridge, PA— 7/19/18 — CENTRIA Coating Services, a leading metal coil coating
company for over 50 years, is announcing today it will assume the name Metal Coaters on July
30, 2018.
In January 2015, CENTRIA Coating Services was acquired by NCI Building Systems
Inc. (NYSE: NCS). Since that time, CENTRIA Coating Services and Metal Coaters, NCI’s
legacy coil coating business unit, have worked together to integrate the businesses while
maintaining their individual reputations for producing high-quality products, offering flexible
schedules, and delivering exceptional customer experiences.
With the integration process now complete, the two Coil Coating businesses will function
as one brand, Metal Coaters. The combined entity will operate with one enterprise system
providing increased flexibility to meet customer needs. The combined entity will operate six
light gauge metal coil coating locations and two hot rolled steel coil coating lines. The former
CENTRIA Coating Services’ toll coating lines, located in Ambridge, Pennsylvania and
Cambridge, Ohio, will continue to deliver proven expertise in the demanding markets of
prepainted aluminum and custom architectural coatings. These strategically located facilities
complement Metal Coaters production footprint, capabilities and product offerings further
establishing Metal Coaters as a leading provider of Metal Coil Coating Services, with the most
diverse set of capabilities and the only nationwide network of locations in the United States.
In addition to the name change of CENTRIA Coating Services’ to Metal Coaters,
CoilTracker will be introduced to all customers of the Ambridge and Cambridge locations.
CoilTracker is an established platform for web-based inventory management. Metal Coaters

customers have utilized CoilTracker for many years to access their inventory, schedule
shipments, track open orders, and generate reports - all in real time. Ambridge and Cambridge
customers will soon receive information about the conversion to the CoilTracker on-line
inventory management system from their customer service representative.

About NCI Building Systems
NCI Building Systems, Inc. is one of North America's largest integrated manufacturers of metal
products for the nonresidential building industry. NCI is comprised of a family of companies
operating manufacturing facilities, sales and distribution offices across North America . For more
information,
visit www.ncibuildingsystems.com.
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